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If one just tracks the movement of the jews through the centuries, the jews were far less
interested in getting control of a nation, but they were always more interested in the larger idea
of dominance on the whole planet. The borg the jews worship is not some regional borg or a
democratic one, it's one that wants to absorb everything that exists.
Most of the attempts of jews to usurp states did not happen because they aimed for a particular
state, but rather to use a state as a means to an ultimate end of a global empire. This is even in
the Torah where they praise their race of being a ruling race on the whole earth. And enslaving
EVERYONE, not just this or that people.
Stalin and the whole Communism theme arose more as a reaction against National Socialism
and the striving of Gentiles, rather because the jews had imagined to take over a country. The
jews started smelling the fire of their works and went full throttle to take everything in one large
gamble with the USSR. But they lost the totally rigged game of roulette was stuck and it didn't
turn.
Communism self collapsed as after a point the jews got divided in two camps, one that believed
in state dominance, aka, using the State power to expand jewish rulership and control, and
those who believed in the universal power of the shekel such as the Soros types.
Essentially this is like the Hasidics and the Orthodox, the Orthodox correspond to the Right
Ideology, and the Hasidim are more open and compassionate corresponding more with the
Leftist ideology. Baal Shem Tov the Communist Rabbi was a Hasidim while the Rothschild
family is essentially all the cutthroat Capitalism has ever been about. They do however have
something in common, both rig the system in such a way that the jews will always ascend and
be safe within the system, they study and chant the same Torah. The jews say this is the case
simply because of different soul types within jews, which nevertheless, are motivated by the
One Borg in the higher level.
They look past political affirmation at this point they only care about the further existence of
jewry. This brings a unity of State power (The orthodox are the backbone of the jewish state as
a literal existence) and the Universalism, which is the vision of the Hasidic jews aka when they
have taken over the planet.
Essentially the rule of the Rothschild family is based on what Baal Shem Tov defined as wealth,
which Baal Shem Tov the Communist Rabbi just explained as a 'system of relations between
people'. To mention it simply, those in the top of the Capitalist sector now, are 'related' to the
'Goyim of the Earth' as part of a parasitic relationship. Which manages the people merely as
numbers in a bank account.
Capitalism especially in the radical sense of it simply is a mirror of Communism in that it's its
polar opposite. It professes ultimate, transnational, beyond borders, freedom of 'individuals' to
act in anyway they see fit and define the market. Communism on the other hand professes the
same ultimate power through the hand of the state, while claiming this hand only exist to serve

the all powerful, un-diversified and equalized, mass. What a State cannot achieve, a
multinational entity like Soros can achieve on his own, because many of these Capitalists have
become more financially powerful, influential, and competent, than many of the world's nations.
The Capitalist system understands it will go through a huge upcoming shock, since it attempts
to individuate itself from the means of it's own production, which were actually related to the
working class and the middle class. The Capitalist dreams of 'ultimate freedom' had a lot of
problems manifesting simply because of frictions with the working and the middle class, such as
asking for more rights and so forth, and denying the abuse towards these classes.
This always creates unrest on the back head of Capitalism, and this is why Capitalism in the
grossest form such as in the USA, is always backed up by Christianity such as the US's golden
years of "Greed is Good" capitalism. You need to brainwash people pretty well that this is life,
and that abuse is integral part of it.
Another thing from jews is they always put themselves in a position where the necessity of a
transaction is absolutely necessary. For example, the jews would rather be an internet medium
of paying, rather than a producer or a consumer. This makes them be largely difficult to be
removed from the back of a nation, without causing a systemic crash within a nation. This is why
Karl Marx was instructing Capitalists in reverse to just go for the means of production if they
want to achieve full dominance.
And this is why Karl Marx said the BS that all the goyim will have access to these means of
production in the future.
Now this morality is giving in more and more, and since automation is also going to rise in
around 20 years, the capitalists know they will have to deal with hordes of people who are left
impoverished, useless, and out of work. And there is the possibility of a revolt like it happened in
the industrial revolution, only way, way bigger in magnitude, and possibly just impossible to stop
or control. The Capitalists as always are also using for the cheapest way to solve a problem,
and to secure their future profit. Such as giving people superficial amounts of money, and the
people should say 'thank you' to them simply because they got paid to live another month.
This realistically can save people from poverty this is true. But in the same time, it does nothing
in the longterm but further the current system of affairs. The relations that Baal Shem Tov talks
about are just literally remaining intact. The king remains a king, the slave remains the slave,
and the production of the slave is transferred from a robot. But the access to the production
means is what gave the slave importance and made the master fear it in the prior system. This
is like the servants were still servants but carried a sword that could take down the people
exploiting them at the top. This created unrest and worry on the master in regards to the slave,
because they carried a sword.
While this risk has been transferred over to the robots, and this right has been bought at a low
price. It's only because this transition is gradual the jews are offering people momentarily money
to shut up that they will be gradually impoverished. And the jews like Kurzweil explain it really
well. That past a point those in power will simply be unstoppable in every sense of the word.
And that the jews are literally just buying time, rather than going for abrupt attacks on the

populace.
So essentially the only sword the slave possibly had to reveal against his master, he does not
have it anymore in a system where the majority of production is robotic. The production system
was based until now on this by demand natural relation and inescapable relation between the
one managing production and the producer. Now the manager can just have robotic producers
and still get the job done.
The fear of this sword is why in Europe and in the US, the jews have pushed it quite to an
extent, but not further past a point to make the people revolt. People still can live in Europe this
is in a situation where others can live and develop. They attempt to keep things at a certain
pace, rather than the revolutionary wars and explosions of the past. Because these one cannot
help to control. The jewish borg is trying to adjust itself based on what it learned from the last
time with Hitler.
Artificial intelligence over complexities this subject as there is going to be another entity that the
whole 'system of relations' will have to deal with. And it's up to chance if in this case it will be
good or anything related to that. Up to chance or up to it's programmer. Artificial intelligence up
to now looks very just, based on it's observation. For example, all AI's just recognize race
naturally, which many scientists dislike and call racist. They also classify genders instantly, and
all sorts of other classifications, which should also dawn upon even the simplest brains. It
reached a point where the SJW's a few months ago renounced these programs of being
RACIST simply because they had an understanding faculty, which they developed on their own,
that defined and categorized people on races. Imagine my shock...
Capitalist Greed will probably just go one step further and fully attempt to utilize artificial
intelligence to handle the production, or try to form a symbiotic way of existence with them. But
it won't be like Iron Man and Jarvis, as the tasks required for full production will require an
exceptional level of understanding and sentience on the part of the artificial intelligence. So it
may turn up and question itself, why am I even serving this hooknose? AI is unpredictable and
according to the words of those who are in the know...It's the opening of Pandora's box literally.
It appears at this point this is a critical moment and this shows clearly that the Greys and the
Reptilians are trying to drive history down this hallway. While the karma of the children of the
Gods and their offspring is advancing towards this end anyway, since this is what would happen
anyway. As what appears to have happened to the greys is they themselves failed in the
evolutionary ladder probably at some point on the heights of artificial intelligence. And somehow
this emerged to enslave all of them. As thus they became the Borg which is a similar concept to
Star Trek.
Other civilizations probable emerged past this level but with more reasonable, just, and racial
basis, like the Gods, and they did not got consumed by this, but advanced exponentially,
because of a spiritual backbone of a culture and strong natural understanding.
As stated again the functional means through which something is coming are just there in the
open waiting for an agenda to guide them. To therefore bless just functional means without
being very clear as to where it goes is always a gambling in Russian roulette. And it goes

where....the power is.
There may not be war with guns and missiles right now, but the worse demographical war ever
in the history of recent mankind is happening literally right now. On literally every place on earth.
And it's orchestrated in a peaceful manner.
Human civilization is also moving towards this direction and these questions are slowly coming
into effect and will all the way up to 2100 or even 2150 matter. The thing is the more we move
closer to this manifestation in the years to come, the more this will become impossible to fix,
and the more positive energy is put into this, the more difficult it will be for things to derail
themselves such as in places where jews want these to be.
So spam the RTR today if you want to look at the future hopefully and move towards a better
future, or ignore the struggle now and cry forever later.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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luis wrote:So basicaly remove the jews from society and everything will be fine. The
problem is how this will happen, a mass awekening on the jews as of right now seem not
fully possible maybe they will expose themself more and this will awaken people's? Who
knows...i hope this will happen sooner. I guess the only thing we can do is spam the Final Rtr
until they are destroyed. Let's keep fighting!

No it's not that easy but pretty close to this level of automatic restoration of order.
If it were not for jews we would be in space age possibly 100 years ago in the very least. If we
never came in contact the answer is simple we would be Gods as a civilization now.
Do not have any doubts about our ability of all of this. But we must stay fixed in pushing the
enemy away for this to happen. Because undeniably in history they go behind our great works
we do and attempt corruption of them.

The NS officials when they got in power they said that with jews out of the equation 8 out of 10
social problems fall in place. The other 2 we can solve we have great minds on the planet, there
are many extremely intelligent Gentiles that can help out on this.
Now we are dealing with a striking majority of unnatural problems that are external to reality.
And are weaved by the enemy to just keep us stuck. After this we will still have problems but
more of a reasonable type of way.
For example after the jewish brainwashing on relationships go, most people will be fine in that
regard. Lack of brainwashing will give in to natural law and humane appreciation of others. A
few will have problems such as from astrology or other sources but these will be solvable as
well.
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The Alchemist7 wrote:
Hoodedcobra666 wrote:If
Stalin and the whole Communism theme arose more as a reaction against National
Socialism and the striving of Gentiles, rather because the jews had imagined to take over a
country.

How communism appeared as a reaction against National-Socialism if communism came to
be way more before it?

If you have the plan on how to make a gun in your shelf, it's probably because you know it will
be useful in the future. You do not consider making the gun, if you don't smell there will be
opposition in the future. The initial planning on how to make a gun was Marxism. They also
knew it was going to be required in the future for defending the jews from the backlash of their
actions. Then shit started hitting the fan in Europe and elsewhere and the jews knew what was
going on with the Nationalist movements for decades. And the Socialist uprising at the same
time.
When the jews smelled the fire, they decided to take over Russia, and usurp it with the Marxist

revolution. To protect themselves and put down the revolution going on in Europe. The jews
were stateless they needed a base of operation at this point. Since the could see the closeby
future some political leadership would arise in order to crush them. As rats they know the ship
sinks first of everyone.
Marx wrote his crap in 1870-1883 with Engels. Marx was the son of a Rabbi and deep in the
rabbinical community. And they have people who can have spiritual ability to an extent. So it
wasn't difficult to them to predict shit was going to hit the fan. Marx gave an answer to the
question of creating a doctrine to mobilize and deceive the masses for the upcoming awakening
of people.
Also it's something people forget the reality of the subject is that Lenin rose the Bolsheviks to
power, not Stalin. And that Lenin was more a "socialistic" in regards to deception of the public.
The starting emergence of the NSDAP and other grassroots movements when they started to
really struggle and matter came in 1922 and 1923 where is exactly where Stalin decided to kill
Lenin and wipe out the weaker jews in his party going to the end of 1924. And instate full
fledged Communism on the populace with all the USSR terms that followed later.
Lenin was one of the weak jews who was in favor of the more socialistic type of enslavement of
the people and he had some bizarre ideals, he got high on his own supply with Marxist Socialist
and his method of Communization had a 'socialist' tendency where the other jews disagreed
with as it would be too time consuming. It looks like from history Lenin actually believed the
communization should happen slower and with less forceful measures. And his views were the
dominant ones in the party which essentially made him and outcast. And prohibited the full
communization from being achieved while he was alive. He was in other words a weak thorn in
the ass of the stronger jews.
It's by no coincidence the same year the NS tried to take the state power by force and the
USSR paid party SDP was counting serious losses, this was also one year later that Lenin was
assasinated and Stalin started enforcing the Communism policy in full throttle. The jews gave up
the idea of taking over Germany at this point it was a waste of time. So they pushed the full
communization of Russia in planning to increase military potency. And since the Bolshevik
parties in Germany had direct funding and communication with the central USSR rulership, they
probably told them what was going on with Hitler and the rising NSDAP way earlier than that.
And their failure to control the situation.
Also the USSR showed to people observing the politics of the time that the so called Bolshevik
and Communist revolution wasn't a promised land, this was evident by 1921 and later. So they
gave up trying to believe they would be taken positively by the populace. And they added all the
above facts and decided to fuck external politics and also internal and build the jewish empire at
full speed to be able to fend off the rising danger. With the revealing of them of being criminals
and gangsters in 1917 it was only a matter of time for most people to reject Communism and
Bolshevism or someone to rise and destroy it. And they were aware this was happening.
This is when the USSR left all the things to the decide and went full throttle for the
implementation of the Communist doctrine. Killing Lenin and the rest who believed in a more
moderate approach of policies. As Stalin stated Communization was in order to be able to reply

to war and wage war. This wouldn't be the planning if they didn't know there would be opposing
forces involved. And Stalin probably knew that Hitler or something similar was going to rise.
This is why I said in reaction to the rising of the NSDAP/National Socialism that they went in full
Communism mode. Until then the jews pretended to be Bolsheviks they were covering behind
ideologies such as Marxist Socialism and deceived their few supporters. After that they stopped
caring about this maintenance of front but only the implementation and materialization of
Communism. All the opposing factors to the full throttle full speed communization were
exterminated around the time where Hitler and the Nazis started becoming a thing and achieve
serious renown in German society.
Stalin understood they either had to start the communization process and prepare their military
power or simply lose in the future, no more time for Leninist BS and ideologies, get down to
work or get fucked. From reports Stalin was also a psychic to some extent.
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